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Hello, Modern Windows

This chapter covers
■

Building your first Windows 8 app

■

Getting a developer license

■

Using the Simulator

■

Remotely debugging apps

Welcome to the brave new world of Windows Store app development! Getting into
a new platform as it first emerges is always exciting. I love learning new things and
targeting new platforms. I like being an early adopter. Sure, not everything is quite
as fleshed out as you may want when you get in early, and it sometimes feels like the
Wild West, but the satisfaction you get from that head start almost always makes it
worth it.
Plus, quite frankly, it’s much easier to learn something new while it’s still small
enough to be digestible. Looking back at Silverlight, I learned it at version 1.1a
when it was just a baby. Had I picked it up at version 4 or 5 when the API surface
area was 10 times as large, it would have taken me forever to learn all its ins and
outs. Platforms invariably grow in scope and capability. The earlier you learn them,
the less you have to take in all at once.
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Because XAML and C# are one of the combinations of technologies you can use to
develop for the Windows Store, if you’ve developed applications for the Windows
Phone or desktop using Silverlight, you’ll find yourself well positioned to quickly learn
Windows app development. The Windows Runtime XAML stack and C#/.NET side of
things were both developed by many of the same people who worked on Silverlight
and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF).
Getting into Windows Store app development now will give you that same head
start. Using XAML and C# allows you to lean on past experience if you have it and tons
of preexisting XAML and C#/.NET content if you don’t.
Microsoft is making a serious attempt at capturing the tablet market currently
dominated by the iPad and Android devices. If those platforms have taught app developers anything, it’s that getting in early with a good app can help spell success for an
individual or company.
You picked up this book, so I’m going to assume you’re already interested in Windows 8 and don’t need encouragement in your selection. Instead, I’d like to take this
first chapter and build something right away—just throw you right into the fire. By the
end of this chapter, you’ll know how to create a simple app and have a working development environment you can use as we dive more deeply into the features in the
remainder of this book.
In this chapter, you’ll build your very first Windows 8 app using C# and XAML. Neither the application nor the code will be complex. The point here is to acquaint you
with a new development and runtime environment and platform rather than produce
the mother of all samples.
I’ll start by helping you set up your development environment. Once that’s complete, you’ll create a new project and look at the various configuration settings, property pages, and stock files that are important. Then, I’ll show you how to create a very
simple Hello World! application. All that application will do is display “Hello World!”
on the screen.
From there, you’ll modify the application to pull data from Twitter and display it
onscreen. When run, the completed application will look like figure 1.1. Despite not

Figure 1.1
The completed
Hello World!
application.

Configuring the project
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being very pretty, this app follows the new design aesthetic, runs full screen, and supports touch. It uses the new WrapGrid layout control and, to many, familiar XAML concepts. If you don’t know XAML yourself, don’t worry; you will by the end of this book.

1.1

Setting up the development environment
Windows 8 Modern apps can only be developed on Windows 8, so the first thing you’ll
need to do is install Windows 8. Hardware selection is too large a topic for this book,
but you’ll want to make sure the screen width is at least 1366 x 768 or larger so you can
use snapped views for apps. The machine will need to be based on an x86-compatible
processor because Windows RT (ARM) devices can’t run Visual Studio.
The ideal situation is to install on the metal or set up a bootable VHD on a typical
developer-class machine. Running in a virtual machine is okay, but you’ll find the
experience frustrating at times, especially when it comes to swiping from the edges or
activating elements using the hot corners.
YOUR MICROSOFT ACCOUNT When installing Windows, unless you’re using a
domain account, make sure you set up a Microsoft account rather than a local
account. Microsoft accounts have much better integration with online services, and you’ll need one to obtain a developer key. Microsoft account is a new
name for Windows Live ID (or Passport, if you can remember back that far)—
something almost every .NET developer already has.

To develop Windows apps, you’ll need to have a version of Visual Studio 2012. You can
use the free Visual Studio Express for Windows 8 apps, or you can install a higher level
and more feature-rich version such as Professional. You can find links to all the important bits at http://dev.windows.com. All the required SDKs and templates are installed
automatically with Visual Studio 2012; even .NET 4.5 and the Windows Runtime are
already installed on the Windows 8 machine. No additional downloads are required.
You don’t need a Windows Store account just yet, but you’ll eventually want one of
those as well (more on the Windows Store in chapter 23). You can obtain a free developer key automatically the first time you create a Modern Style app in Visual Studio, as
you’ll see in a moment.

1.2

Configuring the project
In keeping with the spirit of Hello World, your first Windows app will be a simple one
designed to let you see the construction and build process from front to back. Don’t
worry about understanding all the parts of the project just yet; that’ll come in the subsequent chapters.
In Visual Studio, select the Start page link (or File menu option) to create a new
project. This will be a Visual C# project, a Windows Store app, using the Blank App
(XAML) template. The .NET framework version used is 4.5—the only version currently supported for Windows app development. I named it HelloWorld, as shown in
figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2

Hello, Modern Windows

Creating the Windows XAML app using the Blank App template

Notice the other project templates: Grid App (XAML) and Split App (XAML) in particular. Those are feature-rich templates, much like the business application templates
and navigation templates in Silverlight. I’ll skip these templates for now, because we’ll
dive into them later in this book, and there’s a lot more to them than we want to get
into in chapter 1.
Click OK to create the project. If this
is the first time you’ve created a Windows 8 app on your machine, you’ll be
prompted to create a developer license,
as shown in figures 1.3 and 1.4.
When you first run Visual Studio
and try to build a Windows 8 app, you’ll
have to register for a developer license.
This is free and is granted for 30 days
for non-store use and 90 days if you
have a Windows Store account (these
durations are subject to change).
Renewing is painless as long as you have
Figure 1.3 Prompt to obtain a developer license
an internet connection. It may be a bit
annoying to renew every 30 days, but it’s
a necessary step to make sure that people creating malware or otherwise trying to
cause havoc can have their keys turned off.
You can renew your developer license through the command prompt or through
Visual Studio at any time should you know you’re going to be disconnected from the

Configuring the project
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Figure 1.4 You’ll need to be online when you go to obtain the developer
license. If not, you’ll be unable to continue creating the Windows 8 app. Don’t
wait until you’re off the grid (in a taxi or one of those planes without Wi-Fi)
before obtaining or renewing your license.

internet for a bit. You can find the instructions at http://bit.ly/Win8DevLicense. You
may consider automating the renewal to happen every 29 days or some other time
period by scheduling a job to do it for you.
TIP I speak at a lot of events. I assume many of you also give demos to potential clients, managers, and others. If it has been a few weeks since you
renewed your developer license, do so before you give that important demo.
Nothing will tank your presentation faster than being prompted to renew
your developer license when there’s no available internet connection. This
happened to me on one of the few plane trips I took that didn’t have working
Wi-Fi. I read a book instead.

If you want to keep things simple, use a single ID for your machine login and your
developer license. This isn’t always possible, especially in the case of domain-joined
machines, so consider it a recommendation and not a hard rule.
Once you have the developer license, you’ll be tossed into the IDE with your project loaded.

1.2.1

The device pane
Once the application template is loaded, you’ll be presented with the solution. Open
MainPage.xaml and you’ll see the design surface and the usual developer window
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Figure 1.5 Visual Studio 2012 with the blank project template loaded in the Hello World
project. The Device window on the left is new to Windows app development and is a real
convenience for screen layout.

panes. One pane, the Device window panel, shown in figure 1.5, stands out as new,
however.
TIP Your design surface will likely be black. If not, compile the solution so
the design surface can update.

The Device pane (windows are generally referred to as panes when docked) to the left
of the design surface has a number of buttons to let you try out different views for
your application: Full, Filled, Snapped, and Portrait. Under the View buttons, there’s
the Display selector. This lets you select from common display resolutions. Finally,
there are options that control other aspects of the simulated tablet (or touch screen)
on the design surface.
TIP If the Device window/pane isn’t visible, go to the DESIGN menu and
select Device Window. It’s not on the VIEW menu, unlike most other dockable
windows. Yes, the menus are in all caps. Embrace the case.

All of these options are external to your application code and markup; they don’t
change anything. They simply let you test your UI layout under a number of different
configurations without actually deploying it to a machine of that resolution. Nice!
Feel free to play with the options a bit, but then return them to their defaults when
finished. I’m using a test resolution of 1366 x 768 (at 148 dpi), the minimum full-featured Windows 8 resolution, and have the view configured to the full view.

Configuring the project
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Template solution items
To the right of the design surface, you’ll see the Solution Explorer. As a .NET developer, you’re almost certainly familiar with this by now. Notice, however, that there are
a few more files and folders there than you may be used to.
If you’re a Silverlight or WPF developer, App.xaml should be familiar to you. For
those new to the platform, this is where the startup code exists and where you can
keep styles, templates, and other resources that are shared throughout the entire
application.
The Common folder contains the very important StandardStyles.xaml file. You’ll
use this file, or more correctly, the resources in it, when creating the UI for the
applications throughout this book. This file is where the Windows 8 Modern app
styles reside.

Don’t mess with the standard styles…at first
I mentioned that the StandardStyles.xaml file is important. The note at the top of the
file says it all:
“This file contains XAML styles that simplify application development.”
These are not merely convenient but are required by most Visual Studio project and
item templates. Removing, renaming, or otherwise modifying the content of these files
may result in a project that doesn’t build or that won’t build once additional pages
are added. If variations on these styles are desired, it is recommended that you copy
the content under a new name and modify your private copy.
So treat this file like you would autogenerated files, and leave it alone until you have
more experience in app development. Experienced developers will want to pare down
this file before deployment, because the additional styles do add a small amount of
load time.

The Assets folder contains the application images. In it, you’ll find the app’s main and
small logo as used in the tiles, the splash screen logo, and the logo to be used in the
Windows Store.
Right-click the Hello World project (not the solution) and choose Properties. Most
of the options here are familiar, but click the Debug tab on the left. In there you’ll see
a number of start options. By default, you’ll run on the local machine. But there’s also
an option to start the application on a remote machine. This is key if you want to
actively test and debug on a sub-developer-class machine or a machine that simply
can’t run Visual Studio, like a Windows on ARM tablet. Additionally, there’s the option
to start the app in the Simulator, which we’ll explore shortly.
Next, double-click the Package.appxmanifest file. This is where you’ll specify the
runtime configuration for your application, including the logos, supported orientations, background color, capabilities (such as needing access to the pictures library),
and declarations (such as registering as a picture provider or as a file save picker).
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This is also where you can specify your start page’s tile background and foreground
colors and logos. In short, this is the place where many of the important packaging
and deployment details are kept.

1.3

Create the first Hello World UI
The next step is to create a very simple Hello World UI. Open up MainPage.xaml if it
isn’t already open. Before you do any real work, turn on Show Grid (this is the 20pixel grid we’ll cover in chapter 2) and turn on Snap to Grid. Both controls are at the
bottom of the design window, as shown in figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 The Show Grid and Snap to Grid controls
(the six-box grids) on the XAML design surface. If you
plan to drag controls onto the design surface, turn on
both Show Grid and Snap to Grid by clicking the buttons
shown here. These buttons can be found at the bottom
of the design surface or between the design surface and
the XAML view if you’re using the default IDE layout.

Next, you can either drag a TextBlock from the Toolbox (pane on the left—you may
need to click it or hover over it if it’s not already open) onto the design surface and
visually align its left and text baseline with one of the major grid lines, or you can simply paste inside the Grid element the following XAML:
<TextBlock Text="Hello World!"
Height="42" Width="270"
HorizontalAlignment="Left" VerticalAlignment="Top"
FontSize="42" Margin="80,40,0,0" />

If you run the application at this point, you should see a nice “Hello World!” message.
If you’re running the default themes, it will be white text on a black background. You
may be wondering how to get out of the application and back to Visual Studio. You
have a few options:
■

■

■

On a single-display system, use Alt-Tab to get back to Visual Studio and keep the
app running (you’ll use this often during debugging).
Press Alt-F4 to close the app and then hit the Windows key to get back to Visual
Studio.
Move the mouse to the top of the app until it turns into a hand, and then drag
down to close it. This gesture also works with touch, of course.

By design, Windows 8 apps don’t have dedicated close buttons; the user uses one of
the aforementioned approaches to get out of the app.

Integrating with Twitter
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Where did the background color come from?
You may have noticed that the root Grid has its background color bound to a static
resource named ApplicationPageBackgroundThemeBrush. If you go hunting
around, you won’t find that brush defined anywhere. Where is it, then?
This is one of the standard SDK resources, loaded as part of the platform. You don’t
have to use it, but if you want to have a well-behaved Modern Style Windows 8 app,
you probably will want to stick with the default resources. Why? They respond to themes
picked by the user, including high-contrast and standard themes.
If you create your own controls, you’ll definitely want to support these resources in
your default template.
Of course, if you know what you’re doing, by all means, just ignore it and don’t use it
or the other stock resources. There are a number of them, but they’re highly optimized
so you don’t take a performance hit from unused resources at runtime. If you want
to see them, a copy of the resources can be found in \Program Files (x86)\Windows
Kits\8.0\Include\winrt\xaml\design.

If all you want is a simple Hello World, you can stop here. But if you want to kick it up
just a tiny notch and add something meaningful to your Hello World app, read on.
It’ll still be simple, but rather than just the “Hello World!” text, we’ll add a little data
from our friends at Twitter. I just can’t help myself.

1.4

Integrating with Twitter
Networking is almost always part of a modern application. Windows 8 apps are usually
online and always connected (or often connected). Networking in Windows 8 is,
therefore, suitably feature rich and central to the platform.
This code is going to call out to Twitter to get a list of Tweets that contain the
hashtag1 “#win8” or “#windows8.” It will then deserialize the results into a set of Tweet
objects, which will then be bound to a ListView in the UI. If you’ve read any of my
other books, you’ll know this is a consistent example I follow. It’ll also be interesting
for you to see the differences in how the networking code here compares with the
code in my Silverlight books. If you haven’t read my Silverlight books, no worries;
everything here will be explained.
In this section, you’ll start by creating the Tweet class to hold the key information
about the Tweet. Next, you’ll update the UI using a ListView, a WrapGrid, and an item
template to display the Tweets. This is a common approach for displaying data in a
XAML app. Finally, you’ll throw some code in the code-behind to make the networking calls and parse the data that’s returned.

1

I wonder if the child named Hashtag will have a hard time doing an ego search on the internet? Will they sign
things #lastname? Yes, someone named their child “Hashtag.”
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The Tweet class
First, you’ll need to create a class to hold the data that will be returned from your Twitter search. Create a folder named Model, and in it create a new class named Tweet.
The first listing shows the Tweet class code.
Listing 1.1

Code for the Tweet class in the Model folder

using System;
namespace HelloWorld.Model
{
class Tweet
{
public string Message { get; set; }
public string Image { get; set; }
}
}

A Twitter search returns much more information for each Tweet, but the Message and
Image are all you’ll use in this example. They are auto-properties (properties with
auto-generated get and set accessors) in order to make binding possible. You’ll learn
more about binding in chapter 9.

1.4.2

Updated UI
The next step is to update the UI to provide a nice way to list the Tweets. You’ll use a
WrapGrid as shown in the following listing. Silverlight and WPF developers may
remember this as the WrapPanel. They’re conceptually the same, but the WrapGrid
only works inside items controls.
Listing 1.2

Updated UI with the ListBox of Tweets

<Grid Background="{StaticResource ApplicationPageBackgroundThemeBrush}">
<TextBlock Text="Twitter Search Results"
Heading
HorizontalAlignment="Left" VerticalAlignment="Top"
FontSize="42" Margin="80,40,0,0" />
<ListView x:Name="TweetList" Margin="80, 100, 80, 80">
ListView control
<ListView.ItemsPanel>
<ItemsPanelTemplate>
<WrapGrid />
WrapGrid for
</ItemsPanelTemplate>
items layout
</ListView.ItemsPanel>
<ListView.ItemTemplate>
<DataTemplate>
<Grid Width="360" Height="80" Background="LightBlue">
<Image Margin="0" Width="80" Height="80"
Image
HorizontalAlignment="Left"
Source="{Binding Image}"
Stretch="Uniform"/>
<TextBlock Text="{Binding Message}"
Message
HorizontalAlignment="Left"

Integrating with Twitter
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VerticalAlignment="Top"
FontSize="15"
Foreground="White"
TextWrapping="Wrap"
Margin="100,5,5,5"/>
</Grid>
</DataTemplate>
</ListView.ItemTemplate>
</ListView>
</Grid>

In MainPage.xaml, replace everything inside and including the main Grid with what
you see in this listing, but leave the Page declarations and namespaces alone. This
listing sets up the UI so that it lays out all elements on a wrapped grid. Each element
is a simple rectangular grid with a blue background, a photo to the left, and text on
the right.
The final step is to wire everything in the code-behind.
WPF and Silverlight developers know
that you can do just about anything with a ListBox. In Windows 8 apps, due
to plumbing changes for animation and virtualization, the replacement for
the ListBox is the ListView. You can still use the ListBox for some scenarios,
but you’ll find it no longer works with all the layout grids. When in doubt,
reach for the new ListView control instead.
WHY A LISTVIEW INSTEAD OF A LISTBOX?

1.4.3

Code-behind
Later in this book you’ll learn best practices for separating code using ViewModels and
varying degrees of the MVVM pattern. For this first example, all the code will remain
in the code-behind as shown in the following listing. This code goes in the codebehind of the main page (MainPage.xaml.cs).
Listing 1.3
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

Code-behind for the application’s main page

System;
System.Collections.ObjectModel;
System.Diagnostics;
System.Linq;
System.Net.Http;
System.Xml.Linq;
HelloWorld.Model;
Windows.UI.Xaml.Controls;
Windows.UI.Xaml.Navigation;

namespace HelloWorld
{
public sealed partial class MainPage : Page
{
public MainPage()
{
this.InitializeComponent();
}
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private ObservableCollection<Tweet> _tweets =
new ObservableCollection<Tweet>() ;

Create collection
of Tweets

protected override void OnNavigatedTo(NavigationEventArgs e)
{
TweetList.ItemsSource = _tweets;
LoadTweets();
}

Bind ListView

private async void LoadTweets()
{
Uri uri = new
Uri("http://search.twitter.com/search.atom?q=win8+OR+windows8");
var client = new HttpClient();
var response = await client.GetAsync(uri);

Make
async calls

string content = await response.Content.ReadAsStringAsync();
Debug.WriteLine(content);

Display raw data

var doc = XDocument.Parse(content);
XNamespace ns = "http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom";
var items = from item in doc.Descendants(ns + "entry")
Parse data
select new Tweet()
{
Message = item.Element(ns + "title").Value,
Image =
(from XElement xe in item.Descendants(ns + "link")
where xe.Attribute("type").Value == "image/png"
select xe.Attribute("href").Value).First()
};
_tweets.Clear();
foreach (Tweet t in items)
_tweets.Add(t);

Load into collection

}
}
}

If you haven’t used .NET 4.5 yet (or Silverlight 5 with Visual Studio 2012 and the async
targeting pack), the async and await keywords will be new to you. These two keywords help remove a lot of the asynchronous handler code you had to write in the
past. Because the Windows Runtime relies so heavily on asynchronous methods, this is
a huge boon to Windows 8 developers. What used to take a convoluted set of callbacks
can now be reduced to a single await statement. Nice!
Other than that, everything there should look familiar to Silverlight developers.
The XML parsing works just as it would in any other .NET project. The navigation
page method OnNavigatedTo looks like those in the navigation templates in Silverlight. The good-old ObservableCollection is there and more. Your knowledge and
skills port well.

Testing on different devices and resolutions
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But don’t worry if you have no Silverlight experience. Although I’ll bring up differences from time to time to further inform readers coming from similar languages and
platforms, I don’t assume any XAML experience in this book.
Run the application, and you should see a list of Tweets complete with text and
images similar to those shown in figure 1.1 at the start of this chapter.

1.5

Testing on different devices and resolutions
So far, we’ve run everything directly on the development PC. As you know, developer
machines aren’t representative of the typical end-user machine. In a world of touch
devices, hybrid laptops, and tablets, this is even truer.
Because the devices can vary so much in capability, and because installing Visual
Studio on every device is both impractical and impossible, there has to be a good way
to deploy and debug remotely. One of my favorite things about .NET Micro Framework development is the ability to deploy code to an external device and step through
breakpoints on my development PC. Windows Phone developers and developers
who remotely debugged apps on the Mac will also be familiar with this Visual Studio
capability.
Sometimes all you need to do is try out different resolutions or simulate touch on
your non-touch Windows development machine. For those scenarios, the built-in Simulator is the way to go. The Simulator makes it simple to deploy and debug inside a
simulated machine, where you control resolution and other parameters.
In this section we’ll look at a few different ways to debug the app. First, you’ll run it
on the Simulator and then move to debugging on a remote machine. If you don’t
have a second Windows 8 machine handy, that’s okay.

1.5.1

Debugging on the Simulator
Visual Studio 2012 comes with a Windows 8 Simulator. The Simulator is actually a
remote desktop into the same machine Visual Studio is running on, but it abstracts
this and provides another layer of UI interaction. This enables you to simulate touch,
gestures, rotation, different screen resolutions, orientations, and more.
Continuing from where we left off, exit the app and change the Debug target to be
the Simulator rather than the local machine. You can do this from the project properties or, more easily, through the toolbar, as figure 1.7 shows.

Figure 1.7 The menu option to debug
from the Simulator rather than from the
local machine. This is great for testing
out different resolutions or simulating
touch on a non-touch device.
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Figure 1.8 The Twitter app running in the device Simulator. The controls on the right provide a
number of options for changing the shape of the device and for interacting with it.

Now when you debug the app, it will open up in the Simulator. Figure 1.8 shows the
app running in the Simulator and explains the different Simulator controls.
The Simulator is excellent when it comes to testing different resolutions or simulating touch on a non-touch device. That will get you very far for the majority of the
apps out there. For the more performance- or feature-dependent apps, you’ll want to
debug on the actual target device.

1.5.2

Debugging on a remote device
Windows 8 supports both the x86/64 and ARM architectures. Visual Studio will run
only on x86/64. Because of that, and because even many x86 tablets simply aren’t
appropriate for running Visual Studio, Visual Studio 2012 supports remote debugging
on x86, 64-bit, and ARM devices.
It may seem like an “in the weeds” topic for a first chapter, but many of you have
Windows 8 ARM devices and may want to remotely debug the examples in this book
using them. For that reason, I’ll point you to the right resources here and also tell you
what’s possible with the tools.
Before you can remotely debug on a machine, you have to install the remote components. Setting up remote debugging uses architecture-specific debugging components for the target machine. The remote debugging products are included with the
DVDs for Visual Studio. But, because hardly anyone uses or keeps installation media,
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you can also download them from the Microsoft Download Center here: http://
bit.ly/VS2012RemoteDebugInstall.
The setup and configuration have several steps that are machine-dependent. The
ARM steps in particular are subject to change. Therefore, let me point you to the official source of information regarding the setup: http://bit.ly/Win8RemoteDebug.
You can debug only over a private network (home, work) or over a point-to-point
Ethernet connection in public hard-wired between two machines. Debugging over the
internet is not supported. Admittedly, it would be really cool to debug a machine halfway around the world across the public internet, like hackers do in movies (“This is
Windows. I know Windows!”), but there may be one or two security concerns there.
The connection also needs to be wired or wireless Ethernet, not USB, Serial, or
another communications type.
You don’t need to do this for the Simulator, or any other machine that already has
Visual Studio 2012 on it (just run msvsmon directly from the Start screen), but the
process for otherwise non-developer machines is as follows:
1

Install the remote components on the remote machine. You must do this as the
administrator. Figure 1.9 shows the installer download page and install dialog
running on the remote target machine.

Figure 1.9

2

Installing the remote debugger on the remote target machine

Run the remote debugger on the remote machine. You must be an administrator to run this for the first time. Also, you’ll need to obtain a developer license
for the machine, just as you did for the main developer machine. After that, any
regular user can start it as long as they’re configured in the security dialog. Figure 1.10 shows where the remote debugger may be found on the target
machine.
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Figure 1.10 Here’s where you’ll find
the remote debugger. It’s on the Start
page. This machine happens to also
have Visual Studio, but you’ll find it on
the Start page of any regular device.

3

Configure the remote debugging so that it works through the firewall on the
type of network you’re using (domain network, private network, ad hoc). Figure 1.11 shows the dialog where you make these settings. Be sure you’ve
checked all of the options or the correct ones for your specific network. Sometimes what you think of as a private network is actually configured in Windows
as a public network (turn on sharing to change this).

Figure 1.11 Make sure you correctly set the network settings on the target
device. If your network isn’t correctly recognized as private, but it is, click the
network icon in the taskbar and right-click the connection and enable sharing.
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Once the debugger is running, set the security method. You can turn off
authentication if you’re in a safe spot, but normally you’d keep the authentication at regular Windows authentication. This is done through the Options
menu in the remote debugging monitor.
Set the Visual Studio debug target to be a remote machine. You’ll be prompted
for the machine to connect to. Make sure the debugger is running remotely
before you do this. Figure 1.12 shows the Visual Studio dialog on the development machine.

Figure 1.12 Configuring the remote debug target. If you need to reconfigure the
debug target, you can find the info in the Debug tab of the project properties.

6

Start debugging as you normally would. If you get deployment errors where the
device can’t be connected, check your network settings. Depending on the configuration of the device, you may need to make the current connection a private network, or you may have authentication problems.

You can see a few things in
figure 1.13 that were specific to my setup. One, I
had it set to Authentication, but the domain server
could not be contacted, so
that failed. Then I changed
it to No Authentication,
but I forgot to check Allow
Any User to Debug in the
options dialog. Finally, I

Figure 1.13 The Remote Debugging Monitor showing my
debugging session
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checked that option in the Tools > Options menu of the remote debugging monitor,
and it worked.
If you don’t already have one, you will be prompted to get a developer
license on the remote machine.

NOTE

For ARM devices and other low-power tablets, remote debugging is essential; you can’t
run Visual Studio on everything. But even if you have two developer-class machines
with only one display each (two laptops, for example), you may find debugging
remotely to be more convenient than debugging on a lone single-display machine.
Doing it this way avoids the context switching you have when bouncing between Visual
Studio and the Windows app.
For scenarios where you just need to check different resolutions or simulate touch,
using the Simulator is usually the best way to go. Be sure to try all three approaches—
local, Simulator, and remote—to see which one best fits your workflow.

1.6

Summary
Before getting into the details of design and APIs, I wanted to start the book off with
getting your hands dirty. In this very first app, you learned how to create a Windows 8
app from scratch using the Blank Application template.
Perhaps without realizing it, you used the layout grid to conform to the Windows 8
Modern design guidelines covered in the next chapter. You then used the application
to connect to a service, download XML, and display it using a ListView with a WrapGrid and custom items templates. Not bad for a Hello World application!
For the majority of us, this was all run on the local machine. I prefer to debug on
the main machine whenever possible, but when working with my ARM device, I need
to use remote debugging, and when testing how the app will look at different resolutions, I use the Simulator. All of these together make it possible to test a large number
of different configurations, all from your main development PC.
One of my favorite things about developing for Windows 8 is how it is so similar to
other technologies I’ve written for in the past. Windows 8 XAML apps are written very
much like Silverlight apps. If you have experience in the latter, you’ll find yourself well
equipped to move forward. If you don’t, Silverlight was proven to be very easy to learn
by anyone with basic C# skills, and I expect Windows 8 XAML to be just as easy and just
as fun.
Personally, I’m looking forward to putting some apps out there. I hope you are
too. In the next chapter, we’ll take a look at the new Windows 8 design aesthetic and
the UI conventions to give you a baseline to use when building your own apps.
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